
Did you play Necromunda and loved it? 
Gorkamorka? Mordheim? We certainly 
did. Did you ever stop and think ”What if 
there was a new 40k skirmish game.”

Well, now there is. Almost. When the 
Battle Missions book came out, our 

emagination was instantly set aflame. 
Not only did it contain tons of cool new 
scenarios — it had a tiny skirmish ruleset: 
Kill Team!

Inspired by this and the Necro-Gorka-
Mordheim trio, we started to draw up 

some simple guidelines to let models 
gain experience. And here it is. There is 
no reason for it really — other than ”just 
because”. Enjoy!

� The�Tentakel�Team

Building your force
Use the rules on page 90 in the Battle Missions 
book to choose your Kill Team. Ignore the rules 
for Specialist troopers – your team will build these 
type of skills as the campaign continues. At the 
end of this document is a roster sheet that you 
can use to keep track of your team and its deve-
lopment. Print as many of these as you need.

Your Kill Team must also include at least one 
Independent Character or Upgrade Character. 
The character with the highest Leadership is 
designated as the team’s leader.

Note that it’s a good idea to include lots of Troop 
models, as these will directly contribute to your 
team’s growth during the campaign. This is 
detailed more in the Income section on the fol-
lowing page.

The damage roll
Every time a model loses it’s last wound, the 
enemy player rolls a d6. On a 1–4, the model 
automatically goes to ground (regardless of being 
fearless, etcetera), but remains on one wound. 
This represents the warrior being stunned by the 

impact of the wound. On a 5 or 6, the model is 
removed as a casualty. 

Models wounded by hits that cause Instant 
Death are automatically removed – no damage 
roll is made.

Taking objectives
Whenever playing a mission using objectives, 
each non-vehicle model is a scoring unit.

Rout test
As noted in the Battle Missions book, you must 
take a Leadership test when your team is reduced 
to half strength. This is done using your leader’s 
Leadership – or the highest Leadership available, 
if your leader has been taken out of action. This 
rout test is used even when playing other mis-
sions. If it is failed, you lose immediately.

Team rating
Each Kill team has a rating, to decide how 
powerful it is. Simply add the value of all your 
models and equipment to the amount of expe-
rience they have. Note it in the appropriate field 
on your roster.
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  Playing kill Team  

  The campaign  
Choosing the mission
Use any of the suggestions in the rulebook, Battle 
Missions book, Cities of Death (or even Planets-
trike) to pick what mission to use. Alternatively, 
the players can just agree on what scenario they 
want to play. This is especially good if you want 
a strong narrative to your campaign!

Never use the kill point rules to determine the 
winner. Always use objectives, placed as per the 
normal rules.

Determine injuries
After a game, roll once for each model remo-
ved as a casualty on the Injury table to see if 

it suffers any adverse effects. Dead warriors are 
immediately stricken off the roster, along with all 
equipment and experience. Remember to adjust 
the Team rating accordingly!

Experience
Warriors gain experience after each game, which 
in time will improve their abilities. Experience 
points are ticked off in the corresponding squares 
on the roster sheet. Every time a square with a 
black border is ticked, the model recieves an 
advancement – refer to the Advancement table 
on the next page.

All surviving models recieve 1 automatic ex-



Advancement table (2d6)
2–5 Choose a skill
 6 +1 I
 7–8 Choose either WS or BS
 9 +1 Ld
 10 +1 A
 11 + 1 W
 12  Roll a die: 1–3: +1 S, 4–5: +1 T

No model may gain more than +1 to 
Strength and Toughness, and +2 to 
other characteristics.

Experience gain
Surviving a game + 1 experience
Enemy out of action + 1 experience
Battle honour  + 2 experience

The campaign game
Step�1: Determine what scenario or 
mission to play. The player with the 
lowest team rating decides who will 
be the attacker or the defender, if 
applicable.

Step�2:�Play the game!

Step�3:�Roll for injuries.

Step�4:�Distribute experience and roll 
for any advancements.

Step�5:�Determine income.

Step�6:�Purchase new warriors and 
equipment. Remember that you are 
restricted to the choices on page 90 of 
Battle Missions.

Injury table (roll 1d66)
11–15 �Dead: The model and all its 

equpment is lost.
16–21  Eye�wound: -1 BS.
22–23  Head�wound: -1 Ld.
24–25 �Arm�wound: -1 WS.
26–32  Leg�wound: The model may 

not run.
33– 43  Critical�flesh�wound: The 

model must miss the next 
game, but suffers no long-
term effects.

44–64  Flesh�wound: No long-term 
effects.

65–66  Survives�against�all�odds: 
The model gains an additional 
experience point.

perience point, even if they are taken out of 
action. Taking an enemy model out of action 
is also worth 1 experience point. The winning 
player gets to award a Battle honour to one of his 
models – this is worth 2 experience points.

Underdogs: For each full 100 points difference in 
Team ratings, the player with the lowest team 
rating recieves a bonus Battle honour – even if 
he didn’t win. No model may be rewarded with 
more than one Battle honour per game.

Income
Roll 2d6 for each Troop choices in your team 
– plus 2d6 if you won. Multiply the result by 
three, then divide it by the number of models in 
the team. The result is the number of additio-
nal points you gain. These represent additional 
funds, biomass, reinforcements or whatever is 
relevant to your team. All that’s left before you 
can play the next campaign game is to use your 
riches to recruit more warriors and buy new 
equipment!

  Skills  

  New equipment  
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